
GUIDELINE TO MARKING AND REFEREEINGGUIDELINE TO MARKING AND REFEREEINGGUIDELINE TO MARKING AND REFEREEINGGUIDELINE TO MARKING AND REFEREEING    
These notes are merely a guide and should be used together with The Squash Rules of the 
World Singles Game.  
 
DEFINITIONS OF THE COURTDEFINITIONS OF THE COURTDEFINITIONS OF THE COURTDEFINITIONS OF THE COURT    
Board: The lowest horizontal marking on the front wall, with the tin beneath it covering the 
full width of the court. 
Box (Service): A square area in each quarter court bounded by part of the short line, part of 
the side wall, and by two other lines and from within the server serves. 
Half-Court line: A line set on the floor parallel to the side walls, dividing the back of the court 
into two equal parts, meeting the short line at its mid-point to form the “T”.  
Out Line:  A continuous line comprising the front wall line, both side wall lines and the 
back wall line and marking the top boundaries of the court.  
(Note:  When a court is constructed without the provision of such a line, ie. The walls 
comprise only the area used for play, or without part of such a line (eg. A glass back wall) 
and the ball strikes part of the horizontal top surface of such a wall and deflects back into 
the court, the ball is OUT.) 
Quarter Court: One half of the back part of the court, which has been divided into two 
                       equal parts by the half-court line. 
Service Line: A line on the front wall, extending the full width of the court. A service is 
                       not good if the ball is served onto or below this line.  
Short Line:  A line on the floor, extending the full width of the court. A service is not 
                       good if the first bounce of the ball on the floor on the service delivery is on 
                       or in front of this line. 
 
THE SCORINGTHE SCORINGTHE SCORINGTHE SCORING    (PARS)(PARS)(PARS)(PARS)    
Either of the players can score points. The server on winning a stroke scores a point whilst 
the receiver on winning a stroke, wins the point and becomes the server. 
 
A matchmatchmatchmatch is the best of 3 or 5 games depending on the organizer. 
Game: The first player to 11 points (or 15 points) wins the game except at 10-all (or 14-all) a 
tiebreak is played and a player must win by two points. 
 
The Marker must call either “Game ball” or “Match ball” at each time that the match could be 
finished with the next service. 
 
Service: 
The spin of a racket decides who will serve first. 
The server must serve the ball by: 
Dropping the ball or throwing it from a hand or a racket and striking it before the ball hits the 
floor or a wall. 
The server may throw the ball to serve, but finding the throw unsatisfactory, may either 
catch it or let it drop to the ground without attempting to hit it, and may then serve again. 
The server may, after releasing the ball to serve, strike it correctly on the first or subsequent 
attempts before it touches the floor, a wall or anything that the server wears. 
This is still regarded as a good serve. However, if after subsequent attempts to hit the ball, 
the server allows the ball to fall to the ground the server may not serve again. 
 



The ball must be served directly onto the front wall between the service and the out lines. It 
must reach the opposite back quarter court without touching the half court or short lines. 
If the ball is volleyed by the opponent it may be over these lines. 
At the time of striking the ball one part of one foot must be in contact with the floor withinwithinwithinwithin the 
service box with no part of that foot on any of the lines. 
 
At the beginning of a game the server may choose from which box he wishes to serve and 
then, if he/she remains the server he /she must serve from alternate boxes. 
If a let is played he/she serves from the same box. 
If a stroke (Not a conduct stroke) is awarded he/she serves from the alternate box. 
If the server serves from the wrong box the Marker must inform him/her and he/she must 
serve from the correct box. 
If the Marker makes an error then the Referee must correct the server. 
The server may not serve until the Marker has called the score. 
 
OFFICIALS: OFFICIALS: OFFICIALS: OFFICIALS:     

Ideally there should be two people – a Marker and a Referee. 
If there is only one person he/she is Marker and Referee. 
Both officials should record the score and from which box the server serves. 
 
DUTIES OF THE MARKER:DUTIES OF THE MARKER:DUTIES OF THE MARKER:DUTIES OF THE MARKER:    

* Calls the play followed by the score with the server’s score first. 
The announcement of the score means that the server may serve. 
* Shall call “Fault”, “Foot fault”, “Out”, “Not up”, “Down”, “Hand-out” or “Stop” 
            if necessary.  
* Shall repeat the Referee’s decisions. 
If the Marker makes a call play has to stop. 
 
If UNCERTAIN the marker allows the rally to continue and an appeal may be made at the 
end of the rally. 
 
If play stops and the Marker is uncertain of the final return, the Referee makes the decision 
 
MARKER’S CALLSMARKER’S CALLSMARKER’S CALLSMARKER’S CALLS    
Fault:Fault:Fault:Fault:   Indicates that the service is fault 
Foot faultFoot faultFoot faultFoot fault:  Indicates that the service is a foot fault 
Not UpNot UpNot UpNot Up: For when : 
  The ball is not struck correctly by the server or the striker 
  The ball bounces more than once on the floor before being struck by the striker 
  The ball touches the striker or anything worn or carried other than the racket 
  The server makes one or more attempts but does not strike the ball 
DownDownDownDown:  Indicates that an otherwise good service or return has struck the floor before reaching the 
front wall or has hit the board or the tin 
Out:Out:Out:Out:   Indicates that: 
The ball has struck the out line, or a wall above the out line, or the ceiling, or any fitting attached to 
the ceiling and/or wall above the out line   

The ball has passed through any fitting attached to the ceiling and /or wall above the out line 
In addition to 1 and 2 on courts, which are not fully enclosed, the ball has passed over the 
out line and out of the court. 



Game BallGame BallGame BallGame Ball: Shows that the player needs only one point to win the game 
Match ballMatch ballMatch ballMatch ball: Shows that the player needs only one point to win the match  
 
DUTIES OF A REFEREE:DUTIES OF A REFEREE:DUTIES OF A REFEREE:DUTIES OF A REFEREE:    

* Allows or disallows appeals for Let 
* Awards strokes 
* Makes decisions including all cases when a player is struck by the ball, and for 

injuries 
* Decides all appeals including those against the Marker’s calls or lack of calls 
* Is responsible for enforcement of all TIMES 
* Is responsible for ensuring court conditions are appropriate for play 
* Keeps score and a record of from which box the server is serving 
* When the behaviour of a spectator, official, manager, or coach is disruptive to the           

player or offensive to the players, officials or spectators the Referee shall suspend  
.           play until the disruption has ceased and if necessary shall require the offending  
.           person(s) to leave the court area 
* Does not intervene in the Marker’s calling UNLESS the Marker has made an error 

then the Referee rules immediately 
 
REFEREE’S CALLSREFEREE’S CALLSREFEREE’S CALLSREFEREE’S CALLS    
Stop:  To stop play 
Time:      Indicates that a period of time has passed    
Half Time:  The players must change sides during the warm-up 
Yes, Let:    When allowing a let following an appeal 
No Let:      When disallowing a let after an appeal 
Stroke (to player’s name): Shows that the player has been awarded a stroke 
15 seconds:  Shows that 15 seconds of the 90 second interval remains 
Let:   Shows a rally is to be replayed in a situation where “Yes Let” does not apply 
Conduct Warning: Shows that a player has committed an offence according to Rule 17 
  And has been given a warning  

Conduct Stroke: Shows that a player has committed an offence under Rule 17 
  And a stroke has been awarded to the opponent 
Conduct Game: Shows that a player has committed an offence under Rule 17 
  And that a game has been awarded to the opponent 
Conduct Match: Shows that a player has committed an offence under Rule 17 
   And that the match has been awarded to the opponent 
 
THE DECISION OF THE REFEREE IS FINALTHE DECISION OF THE REFEREE IS FINALTHE DECISION OF THE REFEREE IS FINALTHE DECISION OF THE REFEREE IS FINAL    
 
TIMESTIMESTIMESTIMES    
Warm-up time is 5555    minutesminutesminutesminutes – the Referee calls Half-time after 2 1/2 minutes and Time after 5 
minutes. 
90 seconds90 seconds90 seconds90 seconds is allowed between the end of the warm-up and the commencement of the first 
game and between each game thereafter. 
The referee calls 15 seconds15 seconds15 seconds15 seconds after 75 seconds and then Time after 90 seconds. 
By mutual consent the players can start playing earlier. 
 
If a player or players is/are not ready to start, the Referee must apply the provisions of Rule 
17.(Conduct warning) 



 
EQUIPMENT CHANGEEQUIPMENT CHANGEEQUIPMENT CHANGEEQUIPMENT CHANGE    
If the Referee is satisfied that a change of equipment, clothing or footwear is necessary the 
player may leave the court. The player may only have 90 seconds. 
The Referee makes calls of 15 seconds after 75 seconds and Time after 90 seconds. 
Following the 90 seconds a player must continue play or the Referee should apply the 
appropriate Conduct on Court penalty. 
 
If a player has no alternative equipment and cannot continue play, the Referee shall award 
the match to his/her opponent  
     
WARMWARMWARMWARM----UPUPUPUP    
Both players must warm-up together before the match. 
The Referee advises the players of “HalfHalfHalfHalf----TimeTimeTimeTime” at 21/2 minutes and Time at the completion 
of 5 minutes. 
The 5 minutes may be shortened if both players agree. 
Both players must warm up the ball fairly – 10 to yourself and a nick to your opponent is not 
fairly. If one player warms up unfairly the Referee shall use the Conduct on Court rule. 
90 seconds is allowed between the warm-up and the start of the match. 
 
THE BALL  THE BALL  THE BALL  THE BALL      
At any time when the ball is not in play, it may be changed by mutual consent of the players 
or on appeal by one player with agreement from the referee. 
If a ball breaks during play the Referee must decide when: 
 
If broken during play then a let for the rally in which the ball broke shall be allowed if the 
server appeals before the next service or the receiver appeals before attempting to return 
the service. 
 
If the receiver appeals before attempting the service the Referee has 2 choices: 
If he believes it broke only during that service he would allow a let for that rally only 
If he thinks that the server served with a broken ball, or he is unsure when it broke, then a 
let must be allowed for the previous rally. 
 
After the last rally of a game, an appeal for the broken ball must be made immediately, prior 
to the players leaving the court. 
 
If a player stops during the rally to appeal that the ball has broken and it has not, he loses 
that rally. 
 
BALL WARMBALL WARMBALL WARMBALL WARM----UPUPUPUP    
The ball may be warmed up by either player between the end of the five minute warm-up 
and the start of play: between games, and when the opponent is changing equipment. 
Between games a player may warm-up the ball. 
After delay: when a considerable delay has happened eg an injury the Referee shall allow 
the ball to be warmed up as for a new ball. 
New ball: The Referee shall allow the ball to be warmed up to playing condition. Play will 
then resume on the direction of the Referee or mutual consent of the players. 



 
GOOD RETURNGOOD RETURNGOOD RETURNGOOD RETURN    
* Must not bounce more than once on the floor. 
* Must be hit correctly by the striker. 
* Must hit the front wall without: 

touching the board or tin 
touching the floor  
going out 
touching any part of the striker’s body or clothing 
touching any part of the opponent’s body, clothing or racket 

           
The ball may hit the side and the back walls before or after hitting the front wall EXCEPT 
with a service. 
 
A PLAYER SHOULD NOT CATCH THE BALLA PLAYER SHOULD NOT CATCH THE BALLA PLAYER SHOULD NOT CATCH THE BALLA PLAYER SHOULD NOT CATCH THE BALL OR ALLOW IT TO TOUCH THE PLAYER’S 
BODY UNTIL IT HAS BOUNCED TWICE OR UNLESS IT IS A FAULT SERVE OR A BALL, 
WHICH IS HIT OUT.  
Example: If a player falls over after playing the ball. The opponent makes a good return but 
then catches the ball before it has bounced, presuming that the player, who has fallen, 
would not get it. This is a stroke to the player on the ground. 
 
If a player at the front of the court hits a good drop shot, which then lands on his toe before 
bouncing twice on the floor, even though his opponent may be lying on the floor at the back 
of the court, the opponent wins the stroke.  
 
FOOT FAULTFOOT FAULTFOOT FAULTFOOT FAULT    
A foot fault is when one foot is on the line and the other foot is not inside the box or when 
one foot is outside the box and the other is inside BUT not touching the floor. There must be 
one foot or part thereof inside the box touching the floor and not touching any lines when 
the ball is struck. 
 
APPEALS APPEALS APPEALS APPEALS     
The loser of a rally may appeal against any decision of the Marker and then the Referee 
decides. If there is only one person, then that person is both Marker and Referee. The 
player then appeals to the Marker as the Referee. 
If there is a Marker and a Referee and the Referee gives a decision the player MAY NOT 
appeal against his/her decision. 
 
APPEALS ON SERVICEAPPEALS ON SERVICEAPPEALS ON SERVICEAPPEALS ON SERVICE    
If the Marker calls “Fault”, “Foot Fault”, “Not up”, “Down” or “Out” to a service then the 
Server may appeal. If the appeal is upheld then a Let is played. 
If the Marker does not make the above calls then the Receiver may appeal either 
immediately or at the end of the rally. 
 
If the Referee is of the opinion that the service was a fault then play MUST stop 
immediately. 
If the Referee is unsure then a LET MUST be played. 
 



If the Marker makes no call to the service, the Receiver may appeal, either immediately or 
at the end of the rally. The Referee shall: 
If certain that the service was not good, stop play immediately and award the stroke to the 
Receiver 
If certain that the serve was good, stop play immediately and award the stroke to the Server 
If unsure allow a Let 
 
APPEALS ON PLAY OTHER THAN SERVICEAPPEALS ON PLAY OTHER THAN SERVICEAPPEALS ON PLAY OTHER THAN SERVICEAPPEALS ON PLAY OTHER THAN SERVICE    
A Player may appeal if the Marker calls “Not up”, “Down” or “Out” following that player’s 
return. The Referee, if upholding the appeal, shall allow a let except when: 
The Marker’s call interrupted a winning return the Referee shall award the Stroke to the 
Player 
The Marker’s call has interrupted a winning return by the opponent, the Referee shall award 
a stroke to the opponent 
 
If the Marker’s call interrupted a winning stroke by the opponent, and even if the Referee is 
uncertain as to whether the call was correct or not, he/she shall award a stroke to the 
opponent. 
 
On appeal if the Referee decides that the return was not good, the Referee shall award the 
stroke to the opponent. 
If deciding the return was good the Referee shall award the stroke to the striker. 
If unsure the Referee shall allow a let. 
 
After the delivery of a service neither player may appeal on anything, which occurred before 
that service. 
 
When the loser of a rally makes more than one appeal the Referee shall consider each 
appeal to determine the fair outcome of the rally. 
 
PLEASE REMEMBER THAT A HAND IN THE AIR IS NOT AN APPEALHAND IN THE AIR IS NOT AN APPEALHAND IN THE AIR IS NOT AN APPEALHAND IN THE AIR IS NOT AN APPEAL  (YOU ARE NOT 
DROWNING). THE WORDS ARE “APPEAL PLEASE” OR ‘LET PLEASE.’ 
 
The Referee should only intervene if there is potential danger to one of the players and then 
he/she calls “STOP”. 
He/she may also intervene if there is blatant interference, which the opponent has made 
little or no effort to avoid, and the player could have made a good return. 
 
INTERFERENCE INTERFERENCE INTERFERENCE INTERFERENCE     
Refer to attached page. 
 
JUMPING OVER THE BALLJUMPING OVER THE BALLJUMPING OVER THE BALLJUMPING OVER THE BALL    
A player may jump over the ball to avoid being struck by the ball. 
Could be two incidents, example:  

1. A player jumps over a forehand short shot with the opponent in the back left hand 
corner. The player wins the rally because of a winning return and any appeal by the 
opponent results in a NO Let   but 



2. An opponent jumps over a ball driven down the wall with the player directly behind. 
The player appeals and this would be Stroke to player as he/she would have hit the 
opponent going directly to the front wall. 

      
FREEDOM OF STROKEFREEDOM OF STROKEFREEDOM OF STROKEFREEDOM OF STROKE    
The Referee’s decision on what is an excessive and dangerous swing is final. 
 
SHAPING TO PLAY THE BALSHAPING TO PLAY THE BALSHAPING TO PLAY THE BALSHAPING TO PLAY THE BALLLLL    
Shaping is not an attempt to hit the ball. 
     
When a player shapes to play the ball on one side of the body and brings the racket across 
the body to take the ball on the other side, this is not considered to be either turning or 
making a further attempt. 
This position often occurs after the ball has hit the side/front wall nick and then rebounds 
into the middle of the court. 
 
CREATED INTERFERENCECREATED INTERFERENCECREATED INTERFERENCECREATED INTERFERENCE    
Sometimes an opponent causes no interference but the player has taken an indirect route to 
the ball, which takes the player through or very close to where the opponent is. If there is no 
reason for this, this player has created his/her own interferencecreated his/her own interferencecreated his/her own interferencecreated his/her own interference and there is NO LETNO LETNO LETNO LET. 
 
UNNECESSARY PHYSICAL CONTACTUNNECESSARY PHYSICAL CONTACTUNNECESSARY PHYSICAL CONTACTUNNECESSARY PHYSICAL CONTACT    
The Referee should be aware of the player who pushes off his opponent. At the end of the 
rally the player should be warned. 
If a player barges into his opponent he /she will have a conduct penalty awarded against 
them. 
 
CROWDING CROWDING CROWDING CROWDING     
When a player stands too close to the striker, not allowing room to play a shot, crowding is 
said to have occurred. The player has no right of appeal. If the striker appeals for a let a 
stroke should be awarded. If this player was injured it would be regarded as self-inflicted. 
 
If in the act of hitting the ball which includes the down-swing, hit and reasonable follow-
through there is interference, an appeal is justified. The Referee must decide whether 
crowding occurred and whether it should be a let or a stroke. 
 
THE APPEAL MUST BE IMMEDIATE. THE PLAYER CANNOT HIT THE BALL, HIT IT 
DOWN OR HIT A WINNER AND THEN APPEAL. 
      
DELAYING THE SHOTDELAYING THE SHOTDELAYING THE SHOTDELAYING THE SHOT    
The striker is entitled to delay the return and the opponent must still give freedom of stroke. 
If the striker is stopped from playing the shot a stroke shall be awarded. 
 
PLAYER DOES NOT HIT THE OPPONEPLAYER DOES NOT HIT THE OPPONEPLAYER DOES NOT HIT THE OPPONEPLAYER DOES NOT HIT THE OPPONENT WITH THE BALLNT WITH THE BALLNT WITH THE BALLNT WITH THE BALL    
When a player does not hit the ball for the first time (no turning or second attempt) because 
it will hit the opponent the Referee must make the decision: 
 
Stroke if the ball was going straight to the front wall 



Let if the ball was going to the side wall and would have been a good return. 
If it was going to be a winning return then it is a stroke.  
See attachment 2 
 
TURNINGTURNINGTURNINGTURNING    
Occurs when: 
* The striker has either followed the ball around and turned or 
* The ball has passed around the striker. 
 
If the striker would have made a good return and would have hit his opponent on the way to 
the front wall then the Referee gives the Opponent the STROKE (NEW RULES). 
If the striker’s shot is a further attempt (the ball is going to the front wall when it hits the 
opponent) then the decision is a let. 
If the striker would have made a good return, but the ball hit his opponent on the way to the 
side or any other wall then the Referee gives a Stroke 
If the shot would have been a winning return then the decision is a stroke to the striker. 
 
If the return would not have been a good return then the striker shall lose the stroke. 
 
If the striker turns and does not hit the ball for fear of hitting his opponent and the return 
would have been good the Referee shall award a let. 
 
If the striker is deliberately obstructed from playing the ball by his opponent then the 
Referee shall award a stroke to the striker. 
 
If the Referee decides that the act of turning was to create an opportunity to appeal rather 
than an attempt to return the ball he shall not allow a let. 
 
Further attempts to hit the ball: 
If the striker attempts to strike the ball and misses, the striker may make further attempts. 
If after being missed, the ball touches the opponent (including anything worn or carried) the 
Referee shall: 
* Allow a let if the striker would have made a good return or 
* Award a stroke to the opponent if the striker could not have made a good return. 
 
If the striker was prevented from completing the stroke because of interference a let shall be 
awarded, but if the opponent did not make every effort to avoid the interference then a 
stroke shall be awarded to the striker. 
 
LETSLETSLETSLETS    
A Let shall be allowed (the decision cannot be a Stroke or No let) 

if the receiver is not ready to return the service 
if the ball breaks during play 
if the referee is unable to decide on an appeal 
if the ball goes out of court on the first bounce or lodges in any part of the playing 
surface on the court, preventing it from bouncing more than once on the floor. 

 
 



A Let maymaymaymay be allowed  
if the ball in play touches any article lying on the floor 
if the striker refrains from hitting the ball because he/she is afraid of injuring his /her 
opponent 
if either player is distracted by an occurrence on or off the court 
if a change in court conditions has affected the outcome of the rally 

 
DISTRACTIONDISTRACTIONDISTRACTIONDISTRACTION        
Accidental – opponent falling over etc. the player may choose to play on but if he/she does 
appeal for a let, the Referee allows a let if a good return was possible. 
Deliberate – shouting, stamping feet. The Referee should apply Conduct on Court rule. 
Off–court – clapping, person moving passed a glass back etc. The Referee may award a let if 
either player is distracted. The Referee should be sure that the distraction is really obvious. 
     
FALLEN OBJECTFALLEN OBJECTFALLEN OBJECTFALLEN OBJECT    
If any object, other than a player’s racket, falls to the floor play must cease. 
(If, however, it is very small and not noticed, play obviously will not be stopped.) 
 
If an object falls from a player, that player loses the stroke unless: 
* A collision with the opponent caused the object to fall 
* The player had already made a winning return, in which case the player wins the 
stroke. 
 
A player who throws his racket will be penalized under the Conduct on Court ruleA player who throws his racket will be penalized under the Conduct on Court ruleA player who throws his racket will be penalized under the Conduct on Court ruleA player who throws his racket will be penalized under the Conduct on Court rule    
    
INJURIESINJURIESINJURIESINJURIES    
In all injury situations the Referee must determine whether the injury is genuine. 
If after an appeal the Referee is not satisfied that an injury has occurred the Referee asks 
the player to resume play or concede one game, have the 90 second break and then 
resume play or concede the match. 
      
If a player concedes a match he retains all points, games won. 
When an injury occurs the Referee must make note of who was serving and from which box. 
Any decision to resume play after an injury MUST be made by the player not the referee 
 
There are 3 kinds of injury situations:There are 3 kinds of injury situations:There are 3 kinds of injury situations:There are 3 kinds of injury situations:    
* Self-inflicted 
* Contributed 
* Opponent inflicted  
 
SelfSelfSelfSelf----inflictedinflictedinflictedinflicted: There is clear evidence that an injury has occurred including muscle or joint 
damage: a player hit by a racket because he/she was too close and bleeding caused by a 
self-inflicted injury. 
The Referee allows 3 minutes3 minutes3 minutes3 minutes (which can be extended ONLY if there is BLOOD) 
After this the player must resume or concede the game, take the 90 second break and then 
resume play or concede the match. 
 
NO recovery time is allowed for asthma, nausea, cramps, breathlessness.NO recovery time is allowed for asthma, nausea, cramps, breathlessness.NO recovery time is allowed for asthma, nausea, cramps, breathlessness.NO recovery time is allowed for asthma, nausea, cramps, breathlessness.    



 
Contributed injuryContributed injuryContributed injuryContributed injury: This occurs when the opponent accidentally contributes or accidentally 
causes an injury to the player eg a collision as the players move away or towards the ball. 
The Referee allows 1 hour1 hour1 hour1 hour for the injured player to recover or such additional time as is 
provided by the match/tournament schedule. The injured player must at the end of this time 
resume play or concede the match. 
 
The score at the conclusion of the rally in which the player was injured shall be the starting 
point for when the match resumes or if both players agree, the match will start again. 
 
Opponent Opponent Opponent Opponent ––––inflictedinflictedinflictedinflicted: This injury is caused by the opponent’s dangerous play or deliberate or 
dangerous action eg excessive racket swing: physical contact: racket leaving opponent’s 
hand and striking the player.  
The Referee applies the appropriate Conduct on Court penalty except that if the player 
requires ANY time to recover the Referee has to award the match to the player. 
 
BLOODBLOODBLOODBLOOD    
When a player is bleeding he/she MUSTMUSTMUSTMUST leave the court and have the wound securely 
covered. Under NO circumstancesUnder NO circumstancesUnder NO circumstancesUnder NO circumstances shall a player resume play while a wound remains 
uncovered or blood flow is visible from a covered wound. 
If a player suffers from a natural nosebleed then that player must leave the court but is not 
required to concede the game in progress. Recovery time will be permitted and if the player 
intends to resume play, he/she has to concede the game, take the 90 second break and 
then resume or concede the match. 
 
If, however, this has resulted in blood on the floor of the court so that the court conditions 
become such that play cannot continue the match is awarded to the opponent. 
 
REBLEEDINGREBLEEDINGREBLEEDINGREBLEEDING    
If the player resumes play having treated bleeding and that wound again begins to bleed: 
* After a self-inflicted injury the Referee shall require the player to concede one game, 

accept the time interval and then either resume play or concede the match. 
* After a contributed injury the Referee treats the occurrence as a self-inflicted injury. 
 
ILLNESS ON COURTILLNESS ON COURTILLNESS ON COURTILLNESS ON COURT    
If a player vomits on court so that the court conditions become such that play cannot 
continue, the Referee SHALL award the match to the opponentSHALL award the match to the opponentSHALL award the match to the opponentSHALL award the match to the opponent irrespective of whether the 
sick player is able to resume play. 
The Referee’s decision with regard to court conditions is final. 
 
CONDUCT ON COURTCONDUCT ON COURTCONDUCT ON COURTCONDUCT ON COURT----    RULE 17RULE 17RULE 17RULE 17    
If the Referee considers that the behaviour of a player on court could be intimidating or 
offensive to an opponent, official or spectator, or could in any other way bring the game into 
disrepute the player SHALL be penalized. 
 
The Conduct penalty provisions are: 
* Conduct warning  
* Conduct stroke 



* Conduct game 
* Conduct match 
 
Offences include:Offences include:Offences include:Offences include:    
****    Audible or visible obscenitiesAudible or visible obscenitiesAudible or visible obscenitiesAudible or visible obscenities    
****    Verbal or physicaVerbal or physicaVerbal or physicaVerbal or physical abusel abusel abusel abuse    
****    DissentDissentDissentDissent    
****    Abuse of racket, ball or courtAbuse of racket, ball or courtAbuse of racket, ball or courtAbuse of racket, ball or court    
****    Coaching other than during the time interval between gamesCoaching other than during the time interval between gamesCoaching other than during the time interval between gamesCoaching other than during the time interval between games    
****    Unnecessary physical contactUnnecessary physical contactUnnecessary physical contactUnnecessary physical contact    
****    Excessive racket swingExcessive racket swingExcessive racket swingExcessive racket swing    
****    Unfair warmUnfair warmUnfair warmUnfair warm----upupupup            
****    Late back on courtLate back on courtLate back on courtLate back on court    
****    Dangerous play or actionDangerous play or actionDangerous play or actionDangerous play or action    
****    Time wastingTime wastingTime wastingTime wasting    
 
The first penalty imposed by the Referee for a particular offence may be at any level to suit 
the seriousness of the offence. However, any subsequent penalty for the same type of 
offence should not be of a lesser severity than the last penalty for that offence. Several 
warnings or strokes for the same type of offence may be awarded if the Referee does not 
feel that the offence warrants stronger penalties. 
     
Conduct warningConduct warningConduct warningConduct warning – if the Referee stops play to give a Conduct warning, a let shall be 
allowed. 
 
ConductConductConductConduct    strokestrokestrokestroke – if the Referee does not stop play, the Marker calls the score to reflect the 
result of the rally. A Conduct stroke then awarded by the Referee becomes either point gain 
or hand-out. eg If the server is awarded the stroke then he/she scores a point and no 
change of box occurs. If the receiver is awarded the stroke then it is hand-out. 
 
Conduct gameConduct gameConduct gameConduct game – If the Referee awards a game, that game shall be the one in progress or 
the next game, if one is not in progress. 
If a game is awarded to a player due to a late return to court no further time interval is 
applied. 
 
PLAYERS DUTIESPLAYERS DUTIESPLAYERS DUTIESPLAYERS DUTIES    
The players must observe all the Rules and the spirit of the game. Failure to do so could 
bring the game into disrepute and Rule 17 may be applied. 
Players must be ready to commence play at the announced starting time of the match. 
Players are not permitted to place within the court any object(s), clothing or equipment. 
Players are not permitted to leave the court during the game without the permission of the 
Referee. If they do the Referee may apply Rule 17. 
Players are not permitted to request a change in Marker or Referee. 
A player must not deliberately distract the opponent. If this occurs the Referee shall apply 
Rule 17. 
Players must make appeals by saying “Let PleaseLet PleaseLet PleaseLet Please” or “ Appeal Please” according to the 
circumstances. Pointing with the finger or racket, other gestures, raised eyebrows or other 
eye activity are not recognized methods of appeal. 



Players shall comply with any additional competition regulations (eg. Sponsor’s clothing 
requirements) as well as those contained in the rules. 
 
PLEASE REMEMBER: 
May allow a let – means after an appeal the Referee may decide to award a let. 
Shall award a let – the referee MUST award a let 
 
COACHING 
Coaching of players is only permitted between games. Brief comments of encouragement 
during rallies must not be confused with coaching. The Referee may stop coaching in nay 
form by applying Rule 17 to the player being coached. 
 
PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR  : Eyewear is mandatory for all Junior and Doubles matches. 


